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The concept of equality and the 

elaboration of justifications in direct 

tax cases in EC tax law 
  

 

On the of the core pillars of the 
European Union is the freedom of es-
tablishment aiming at providing com-
panies in free and not restricted estab-
lishment in all members states of the 
EU. Even more, this freedom embraces 
the right for unrestricted establishment 
of subsidiaries and/or permanent estab-
lishment in the EU member states and 

securing their equal treatment. Any 
unjustified restrictions in treatment of 
secondary establishment are prohibited. 
However, would it be the same in taxa-
tion of secondary establishments? Or in 
other words, is state obliged to treat 
equally in tax affairs resident and non-
resident companies or individuals. And 
even more, should the EU members 
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states provide equal treatment to com-
panies generating income and losses 
within the same tax jurisdiction and 
companies which have subsidiaries 
and/or permanent establishments in 
other members states. Therefore, it is 
necessary to study the principle of the 
equality of treatment of domestic and 
cross-border situations under EC tax 
law, whether equality could be justified 
and, if it does, on what grounds. The 
equality of treatment has been studies 
by well-known researches Dahlberg M., 
Farmer P., Lang M., Webber D.,    
Thiel S. V., Rodrigues T. P., Seer R. 

It would probably be incorrect to 
assert that the home Member State has 
to treat both national and cross-border 
situations equally in all circumstances 
without any limitations, i.e. to provide 
national treatment to non-resident 
companies or individuals in all cases. 
Although this might constitute a sub-
stantial step towards the establishment 
of a truly internal common market not 
divided along the member states‟ bor-
derlines, such an extreme approach may 
not fully reflect the principle of territo-
riality in international tax law. The 
ECJ is still in the process of finding of 
a proper balance between the principles 
of international tax law, which grant to 
sovereign states a broader scope of 
rights to shape their tax systems within 
their territorial jurisdiction, and EC 
internal market freedoms, which might 
limit such rights [1]. Its range of free-
doms makes the EC market distinctive 
from other markets, in particular the 
freedom of establishment and freedom 
of capital. One of the most important 
functions of such freedoms is to guar-
antee non-discrimination and equality 
of treatment [2]. 

The equality of treatment, being a 
foundation of the legal order of the 
EC, is considered as a general prohibi-
tion on discrimination (i.e. difference 
in treatment), either on the ground of 
nationality (article 12 and 39(2) of 
EC Treaty) or, more specifically, pro-
hibition on discrimination and restric-
tions on the free movement of goods, 
persons, services and capital [3]. Tak-

ing into account ECJ case law it 
would be possible to define discrimina-
tion as different treatment by a single 
Member State of comparable situation 
(or similar treatment of different 
situation) on the basis of the criterion 
the application of which works to the 
disadvantage of one as compared to 
the similar situation [4]. Similarities 
and consequently ability of being 
comparable has not been established 
by the Court in any strict algorithm 
and is analyzed on a case-by-case ba-
sis[5]. It is worth noting that the 
Court may find as prohibited situa-
tions when a cross-border position is 
treated worse than a strictly national 
one, constituting a restriction to the 
exercising of freedoms guaranteed by 
the EC treaty, even if no discrimina-
tion test was applied [6]. Therefore, 
the principle of equality of treatment 
requires that comparable situations 
should not be treated less favourably 
purely on the grounds of a cross-
border element [7].  

There are two possible positions 
for a single Member State: first, where 
there is a home Member State parent 
company with secondary establish-
ments resident and deriving income in 
that state (domestic position); and, 
second – with a secondary establish-
ment resident or deriving income in 
another Member state (cross-border 
position), have often been the subject 
of the Court‟s scrutiny as to whether 
they should be treated equally and if 
not – could it be justified without 
infringement of EC treaty freedoms. 
The finding that national legislation of 
a Member State differentiates between 
two positions to the detriment of a 
cross-border position, thus being re-
strictive, does not mean that the 
equality of treatment of such positions 
was in violation of EC tax law. The 
difference in treatment capable of be-
ing objectively justified by the rule of 
reason is in line with principle of 
equality of treatment. Therefore, if the 
Court considering the case justifies the 
difference in two situations, one purely 
domestic and the other cross-border, 
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in such a case the principle of equality, 
as a rule, is not infringed. 

The analysis of the ECJ line of rea-
soning allows the identification of two 
approaches: the „discriminatory ap-
proach‟ in which comparability of 
situations is assessed; and the „restric-
tion approach‟ in which justifications, 
within the rule of reason doctrine, are 
used to find whether difference in 
treatment is in compliance with EC 
freedoms. The difference in application 
of these approaches is substantial as the 
application of a „restriction approach‟ 
to non-comparable situations in con-
junction with restrictive application of 
justification grounds might lead to in-
consistent decisions. 

The applicability of the rule of rea-
son doctrine to justify the difference 
between two situations was precisely 
formulated in the Gebhard case [8]. 
One of its conditions is that national 
measure has to be non-discriminatory, 
or, in other words, that discriminatory 
(direct or indirect) measures are out   
of the scope of the rule of reason     
and therefore cannot be justified. How-
ever, moving from the „discriminatory‟ 
to the „restriction‟ approach has aimed 
to enable the Court to apply justifica-
tion to indirectly discriminatory meas-
ures, such as, for example, restriction 
based on residence (in the Bachman 
case) [9]. 

Before the delivery of the 
Marks&SpenserII (M&SII case) deci-
sion the Court accepted the following 
justifications: the need to preserve the 
coherence of national tax systems, the 
fiscal territoriality principle and the 
prevention of tax avoidance. 

The fiscal cohesion principle was 
introduced in the Bachman case. The 
Court stated that unequal treatment of 
domestic and cross-border positions, or, 
in particular, the freedom of movement, 
may be justified where within one tax-
ing jurisdiction a direct link existed 
between tax advantages in the form of 
the deductibility of insurance premi-
ums and where such an advantage is 
supplemented by a corresponding dis-
advantage in the form of a fiscal levy 

on insurance benefits from the compa-
nies as related to the same taxpayer 
and the same tax – income tax. How-
ever, it would be necessary to clarify 
that this concept is not finally elabo-
rated or structured in EC tax law [10]. 
On the one hand, we have “one tax – 
one taxpayer – one taxing jurisdiction” 
as established in Bachman.  However, 
ignoring the fact of the existence of tax 
treaty between states, we have, on the 
other hand, the possibility of waiving 
cohesion by Member States in the case 
of tax treaty as elaborated in Wielockx 
[11]. The extension of the scope of the 
fiscal cohesion principle was claimed, 
although applied at the proportionality 
test, in the Manninen case, in particu-
lar to apply it to situations in which 
taxes were levied in the hands of differ-
ent taxpayers [12]. Further attempts to 
extend this principle were undertaken 
in the M&SII case, in which AG 
Maduro proposed to apply it in order 
to prevent unwarranted interference 
with internal logic of the Member 
State‟s tax system, ensuring its integ-
rity and equity[13].  Unfortunately, 
this argument was not considered by 
the Court directly. Repeating the 
Manninen case approach in the 
Meilicke case, the Court established 
that the granting of tax credit to a tax-
payer fully taxable in Germany on the 
dividends received from non-subjected 
to tax companies would be less restric-
tive than a complete ban on such credit 
and the cohesion of the tax system 
would not be infringed [14]. Therefore, 
at the risk of failing a proportionality 
test or the requirement of a direct link 
between tax advantage and disadvan-
tage, Member States remain with quite 
limited room for manoeuvre justifying 
the integrity of their tax systems by 
fiscal cohesion. To sum up, the core 
while invoking the fiscal coherence 
principle is the formula “direct link – 
same tax – same taxpayer – same tax-
ing jurisdiction” („three same formula‟) 
established by national law, not double 
tax treaty. This can be supported by 
the recent opinion in the Krankenheim 
case, in which the Court identified a 
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direct link between the deduction of 
foreign PE losses from the income of 
the principal establishment and later 
recapturing of these losses and subse-
quent levying of tax on that amount 
within one taxing jurisdiction and the 
issue at stake related to the same – 
corporate income tax. Therefore, the 
ECJ confirmed the possibility of apply-
ing the fiscal coherence to justify the 
differences in treatment between prin-
cipal establishments with domestic and 
foreign PEs if the Bachman criteria are 
satisfied [15]. 

A further argument which might be 
used as justification was introduced in 
the Futura case. Originally, the princi-
ple of territoriality was not established 
as a justification, but was later assessed 
in the number of cases as such. In the 
Futura case the Court assessed the 
Luxembourg domestic provisions allow-
ing the carry-forward of losses by a 
non-resident company on one of the 
conditions that such losses must be 
economically linked to profits within 
that taxing jurisdiction. The two main 
features of the principle may be identi-
fied: an economic link between losses 
and profits on the one hand, and de-
lineation of a sovereign state‟s fiscal 
jurisdiction, on the other. As to the 
former, although the territoriality prin-
ciple does not precisely state that both 
positive and negative incomes must be 
attributed to the same taxpayer, it 
might be interpreted from the facts of 
Futura case, and that losses are attrib-
uted to that same taxpayer in the 
Member State in which tax is charged 
[16]. 

As for the latter, the principle of 
territoriality was acknowledged to un-
derline the fiscal jurisdiction of the 
Member State to tax the world-wide 
profits of resident companies and those 
profits of non-resident companies 
which were made from the sources in 
that State, meaning that a state cannot 
subject to tax a non-resident company 
deriving profit from the territory of 
other state, unless agreed by states.  
Such delimitation of which economic 
operators shall be subjected to tax and 

what shall be taxed is considered by 
the Court as a sovereign right of each 
Member State, exercised by them ei-
ther unilaterally or through bilateral 
tax treaties in the absence of harmoni-
sation of Community tax law. Conse-
quently, the principle of territoriality 
may be interpreted as requiring the 
ECJ not to interfere in the delimitation 
of the taxing jurisdiction by a Member 
State, and the respect to such a princi-
ple should be in not obliging that state 
to include or exclude either taxpayer or 
object of taxation into such a taxing 
jurisdiction [17]. This might lead to the 
logical conclusion that forcing a Mem-
ber State to extend its tax jurisdiction, 
where it has not exercised before, does 
not comply with the principle of terri-
toriality. Taking into account the Fu-
tura statement about the economic link 
between both positive and negative 
income, the principle of territoriality 
might be expressed as the following: in 
contrary to the principle of territorial-
ity to force a Member State to include 
into its tax jurisdiction losses in the 
case, when that State refused to exer-
cise its sovereign right to delineate its 
taxing jurisdiction over profits, which 
are economically related to such losses. 
In other words, non-taxation of foreign 
profits requires a symmetrical disregard 
of foreign losses. This embraces the key 
idea of symmetry rule – the need to 
allocate and tax corresponding positive 
and negative incomes in the correct tax 
jurisdiction, protect the state‟s sover-
eign right to prevent territorial mis-
matches of profits and corresponding 
losses, benefits and deductions, incomes 
and expenses. This rule is applicable 
both to foreign subsidiaries and foreign 
permanent establishments. As for the 
latter, a correct application of art. 5 
and 23(A) of the OECD Model Treaty, 
the losses of a foreign PE must be   
rejected from being able to be set 
against the profits of resident company 
is profits of foreign PE are tax exempt 
[18]. 

The third justification elaborated 
by the Court was the prevention of tax 
avoidance. The criteria for its applica-
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bility were formulated first in the Avoir 
Fiscal case, in which the Court re-
quired the existence of strong evidence 
of the possibility of tax avoidance; sug-
gestions based purely upon hypotheses 
were not enough[19]. In the ICI case, 
where the Court generally recognised 
that prevention of tax avoidance might 
constitute the objective of public inter-
est adequate to justify the hindrance of 
EC freedoms, but which was similar to 
the previous case, has established a 
high threshold: the need to prove that 
national measure is directed specifically 
to combat artificial arrangements, that 
the risk of such tax avoidance was not 
merely hypothetical [20]. The simple 
fact that a national of a Member State 
has decided and established itself on 
the territory of the low-taxing jurisdic-
tion were not recognised by the Court 
as constituting tax avoidance [21]. 

To sum up, the elaborated grounds 
of justification by the Court are quite 
restrictive in their interpretation: fiscal 
coherence applies the „three same for-

mula‟; the territoriality principle stipu-
lates the economic link between losses 
and profits; tax avoidance requires clear 
and specific proof of the risk of tax 
avoidance. But, conceptually, they all 
embrace the same idea – fair allocation 
and treatment of both economically 
related positive and negative incomes 
within corresponding jurisdiction, pre-
vention of their mismatches. This 
might effectively be used by the Court 
for the elaboration of a completely new 
concept of justification; something 
called „system consistency‟ [22] em-
bracing features of both fiscal coher-
ence and territoriality for that purpose. 

Before the M&SII case, the ECJ as 
a rule limited itself in justifying the 
difference in treatment based on the 
one ground of the rule of reason doc-
trine, whereas, not finding the proper 
justification, declared the national 
measure to be in contradiction of EC 
freedom and required equality as hap-
pened in the Bosal case.  
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Мднгеуй М. В., Наврохькзи В. В. Конхдпхія рівності та рожробка обґрунту-

вань в погатковзф справаф в судрі погаткового права ЄС 
Забмомла лдоівлмпрі цмгм юозгзфлзт мпіб ра їт врмозллзт проукруолзт нігомж-

гійів, жакоінйдла в ноаві ЄС, ндодгбафає, цм гдоеавз-фйдлз ЄС нмвзллі мглакмвм 
одгуйюварз ла пвмїи рдозрмоії гіяйьліпрь кмкналіи-оджзгдлрів ра кмкналіи-
лдоджзгдлрів. Помрд, мнмгаркувалля юозгзфлзт мпіб, які жгіиплююрь гіяйьліпрь в 
гвмт і бійьхд коаїлат лд жавегз вігнмвігає мнмгаркуваллю кмкналіи, які  ноауююрь 
взкйюфлм в кдеат мглієї коаїлз. В галіи праррі номалайіжмвалм, які аогукдлрз нози-
каюрьпя Євомндипькзк пугмк пноавдгйзвмпрі гйя мбґоулрувалля оіжлмгм правйдлля 
гдоеавакз-фйдлакз ЄС цмгм мнмгаркувалля жажлафдлзт юозгзфлзт мпіб.  

Ключові слова: нозлузн оівлмпрі, Євомндипькзи Суг Сноавдгйзвмпрі, мнмгарку-
валля, оджзгдлр, лдоджзгдлр. 

 
 
Мднгеуй М.В., Наврохкзи В.В. Конхдпхзя равднства з ражработка обосно-

ванзи в найоговыф гдйаф в обйастз найогового права ЕС 
Занодр лдоавдлпрва в мрлмхдлзз юозгзфдпкзт йзу з зт врмозфлыт проукруолыт 

нмгоажгдйдлзи, жакоднйёллыи в ноавд ЕС, нодгупкарозвадр, фрм гмпугаопрва-фйдлы 
ЕС гмйелы мгзлакмвм одгуйзомварь ла пвмди рдоозрмозз гдярдйьлмпрь кмкналзи-
оджзгдлрмв з кмкналзи-лдоджзгдлрмв. Оглакм, лаймгммбймедлзд кмкналзз, кмрмоая 
вдгёр гдярдйьлмпрь в гвут з бмйдд проалат лд впдгга пммрвдрпрвудр лаймгммбймедлзю 
кмкналзз, кмрмоая оабмрадр зпкйюфзрдйьлм в нодгдйат мглми проалы. В галлми пра-
рьд мнзпывадрпя, какзд аогукдлры нозлзкаюрпя Евомндипкзк пугмк пноавдгйзвмпрз 
гйя мбмплмвалзя оажйзфлмгм мбоацдлзя гмпугаопрвакз-фйдлакз ЕС в псдод лаймгм-
мбймедлзя укажаллыт выхд юозгзфдпкзт йзу.  

Ключевые слова: нозлузн оавдлпрва, Евомндипкзи Суг Сноавдгйзвмпрз, лайм-
гммбймедлзд, оджзгдлр, лдоджзгдлр. 
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Mendzhul M., Navrotskyy V. The concept of equality and the elaboration of jus-

tifications in direct tax cases in EC tax law 
The prohibition of unequal treatment of legal entities and their subsidiary establish-

ment is established in the EC law. EU Member States shall equally treat on its territories 
residents and non-residents. However, the taxation of the company working in two or 
more states not always corresponds to taxation of the company working within one single 
state. This article explores which arguments are accepted by the European Court of Jus-
tice to justify different treatment by the EU Members states of mentioned above types of 
companies. 

Key words: the principle of equality, European Court of Justice, taxation, resident, 
non-resident.  


